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Abstract 

This report summarizes the results of the research performed under the Task Order on 
computerized accounting methods in a period from 03 August to 31 December 1994. 
Computerized nuclear material accounting methods are analyzed and evaluated. Selected 
methods are implemented in a hardware-software complex developed as a prototype of the 
local network-based CONMIT system. This complex has been put into trial operation for 
test and evaluation of the selected methods at two selected "Kurchatov Institute" Russian 
Research Center ("Kl" RRC) nuclear facilities. Trial operation is carried out since the 
beginning of Initial Physical Inventory Taking in these facilities that was performed in 
November 1994. Operation of CONMIT prototype system was demonstrated in the middle 
of December 1994. Results of evaluation of CONMIT prototype system features and 
functioning under real operating conditions are considered. Conclusions are formulated on 
the ways of further development of computerized nuclear material accounting methods. The 
most important conclusion is a need to strengthen computer and information security 
features supported by the operating environment. Security provisions as well as other LANL 
Client/Server System approaches being developed by Los Alamos National Laboratory are 
recommended for selection of software and hardware components to be integrated into 
production version of CONMIT system for Kl RRC. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The subject of activities of the "Kurchatov Institute" Russian Research Center (Kl RRC) is a 
comprehensive solution of the scientific problem of safe and ecologically clean generation 
of the energy on the basis of nuclear fission and fusion reactions, fundamental physical 
research and development in these and adjacent areas in the following main directions: 

• development of concepts and scientific and technical base of the nuclear power, 
including safety, fundamental and pilot research in this area, scientific supervision and 
support of the development, construction and operation on nuclear power plants and 
nuclear facilities; 

• creation and development of scientific and technical base of the controlled fusion power, 
fundamental and pilot research in this area; 

• fundamental research in the area of the low- and high energy nuclear physics, 
elementary particle physics; 

• fundamental and applied research in the solid state physics, radiation material testing, 
super conductivity, thin films, nuclear and new material technology; 

• research and development of ecologically clean and resource-conserving technologies, 
in particular nuclear-hydrogen power. 

Such wide variety of R&D programs being carried out by Kl RRC, are required to work with 
and handle nuclear materials. Operations can vary from simple storage of nuclear material 
to performing complex radiochemical operations with different forms of material. Most R&D 
activities do not alter the form of the material but includes various experiments and tests 
involving nuclear material. 

Kl RRC facilities, that handle and use nuclear materials and items on their basis, include 
(Ref. [1,2]): 

• nine storage of nuclear materials and radioactive substances at research reactors, 
critical and subcritical rigs; 

• Central nuclear material storage of Kl RRC used for intermediate storage of the nuclear 
material that has been receipt from external suppliers or have to be shipped out of Kl 
RRC; 

• hot chamber used for cutting thermoionic fuel elements with the storage of irradiated 
fuel elements and fuel assemblies, that contains about 120 kg of uranium with the 
enrichment up to 96%; 

• eight hot chambers used for studying high temperature nuclear reactor fuel, including a 
hot chamber which may be used for handling nuclear-dangerous amounts of fissile 
materials, in particular, uranium with the enrichment up to 96% and the mass up to 3 kg; 

• storage of radioactive wastes with three vessels, one of which with the volume of 1 m 3 is 
used as intermediate vessel, and two others with the volume 12 m 3 each are used for 
accumulation and dilution of radioactive wastes; 

• hot chambers for material studies, including seven chambers used for nuclear material 
studies, and the others are used for reactor material studies; 
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• 4 experimental facilities of nuclear safety class 1; 

• 58 experimental facilities of nuclear safety class 2; 

• 5 experimental facilities of nuclear safety class 3; 

• a number of radioactive waste storage, including storage constructed in 1940s-1950s 
which were decommissioned since 1973 and which are used for research and 
development of methods and approaches of inspection, withdrawal, sorting, packaging 
and removal of wastes; it is planned to perform design and construction work required 
for the removal of these wastes and full scale rehabilitation of the "Kl" RRC territory. 

The largest amount of Materials is located in irradiated fuel storage and research reactors, 
critical and subcritical rigs and in the Central storage. At present time there are 25 nuclear 
facilities in the Kl RRC, including 7 research reactors, 16 critical rigs and 2 subcritical rigs. 

"Kl" RRC handles Materials both in item- and bulk-form. The lower estimate of fresh 
Nuclear Materials inventory in the form of items (fuel elements and fuel assemblies) in 
Facilities of "Kl" RRC is (Ref. [1, 2]): 

• natural uranium - more than 50 tons, 

• low enriched uranium with enrichment below 20% - more than 80 tons, 

• highly enriched uranium with enrichment of 20% and above (up to 96%) - several 
hundred kilograms, 

• plutonium for laboratory research - a few kilograms. 

Such a variety of facilities and operations with the nuclear material predetermines that 
accountability system must deal with practically every possible situation involved with 
tracking and accounting for all the nuclear material holdings in all operations possible. 

The system of accounting for and control of nuclear materials that has been previously 
used in the USSR and is still being used in the Russian Federation (RF) as well as in Kl RRC 
which became the very first and still unique independent Russian research center reporting 
directly to the Government of RF, is based on the bookkeeping with timely technical 
accounting and control on the basis of the principle of constant personal material 
responsibility. 

The operating-technical control and accounting are performed at facilities. From the 
moment of its arrival, the nuclear material is taken under the material responsibility by a 
specific person from the facility staff, and after the technological operation, prescribed by 
the instruction, is performed, it is transferred to another materially responsible person. The 
transfer of materials from one technological operation to another one is carried out 
according to rout maps or operating logs. This is the basis of the principle of continuous 
personal responsibility of worker for the security and containment of nuclear materials that 
are processed, stored and used as raw materials, semi-products or final products. A norm 
of "unrecoverable losses" or percent output of the final product from the raw material is set 
for each technological operation. In addition to the operating-technical control and 
accounting there is a bookkeeping accountancy at facilities. 

The system of bookkeeping accountancy of nuclear materials, including the final product 
and items, is based on the system of financial accounting and reporting, that existed in the 
USSR and is still used in Russia, as well as on the branch regulations and instructions. 
Reporting standards and schedules are established for each facility depending on the 
material used. The bookkeeping accountancy is based on drawing up, as a rule, monthly, 
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quarterly or annual balances of nuclear materials and, actually, is the first verification stage 
of the operating-technical control and accounting. Depending on the type of nuclear 
materials, the procedures of monthly, quarterly or annual bookkeeping inventory taking are 
established resulting in preparation of certificates, reports and total bookkeeping material 
balance sheet of all available nuclear materials. The bookkeeping inventory taking is the 
second verification stage of the operating-technical control and accounting. Some routine 
bookkeeping procedures are implemented with use of computers assigned to store and 
retrieve appropriate data mostly for preparation of consolidated bookkeeping inventory for 
a facility, group of facilities and even for a branch of industry as a whole. As a rule there is 
no time limit in relation with storage of bookkeeping documents. 

This form of bookkeeping accountancy is directly related to the technical and economic 
efficiency of the facility irrespective of the fact whether it is a facility manufacturing 
products containing nuclear materials or radioactive substances, or consumer facility, such 
as nuclear power plant, research installation such as research reactor or critical rig, or 
irradiated fuel reprocessing plant. The material parameters - mass of the nuclear material, 
enrichment, Plutonium content, etc. - are treated by the bookkeeping accountancy as 
secondary parameters and they are controlled only from the point of view of satisfying the 
required specifications of a product or an item. The bookkeeping accountancy of nuclear 
materials was supplemented by strict physical protection measures and was considered as 
sufficient enough in the socio-political environment that existed in the USSR. 

Due to the disintegration of the USSR and the formation in its territory of New Independent 
States, the unified State system of accounting for and control of nuclear materials that 
ensures the safeguards of using nuclear materials in peaceful and defense activities of the 
USSR ceased to exist. Each of the New Independent States engaged in nuclear activities 
has to establish its own State system of accounting for and control of nuclear materials 
(SSAC). 

The responsibility of New Independent States engaged in nuclear activities is the 
development of the legal basis to regulate peaceful and defense nuclear activities in the 
form of laws, acts, standards and other documents defining the structure, composition and 
functions of state regulatory bodies that control the nuclear activities, set regulations of 
handling nuclear materials and liabilities for non-observance of these regulations. 

The legal basis regulating the peaceful and defense nuclear activities in the Russian 
Federation (RF), which is the legal successor of the former USSR, must be formed by the 
Law on the use of atomic energy in the RF, which has been in the stage of development for 
a long time and till now exists in the form of Draft. Nevertheless the Draft of the Law on the 
use of atomic energy in the RF contain sections related to the problem of accounting for 
and control of nuclear materials and provide among other things for the following: 

• establishing the accounting and control within the framework of the State system of 
accounting for and control of the production, use, transportation and storage of nuclear 
materials and radioactive substance; 

• provision by the State system of accounting for and control (SSAC) of nuclear materials 
and radioactive substances of systematic and timely information on the presence and 
movement of nuclear materials and radioactive substances, on the export and import of 
nuclear materials to state authorities and governmental bodies of RF; 

• responsibility of corresponding state governmental bodies and operating organizations 
for maintaining local systems of accounting for and control of nuclear materials and 
radioactive substances at industrial plants, associations, organizations and facilities; 

• implementation of RF obligations according to the Treaty on non-proliferation of nuclear 
weapons and other international agreements; 
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• the accounting for nuclear materials and radioactive substances is performed with the 
purpose of determining the inventory of these materials and substances in places of 
their location for prevention of losses, unauthorized use and theft of these materials. 

Thus, the material accountancy and the analysis of nuclear material balance based on the 
experimental determination of qualitative and quantitative parameters of nuclear materials 
and the inventory of these materials, will be provided by the legal basis. Only the nuclear 
material accounting may form the basis to ensure the special and nuclear safety, the 
implementation of physical protection measures, control of losses of nuclear material and 
analysis of their causes. 

The balance based material accountancy is a generally accepted method of accounting for 
and control of nuclear materials, used in National systems in the USA, countries of the 
European Community, Japan and many other states and is the basis for systems of 
international safeguards which are implemented, for example, by the International Atomic 
Energy Agency (IAEA) and Euratom with the aim of verifying the implementation of 
obligations, taken by countries on peaceful use of the atomic energy. 

The establishment of the unified SSAC of nuclear materials and radioactive substances with 
the organizational and maintenance responsibility by the Federal Supervising Agency of 
Russia on Nuclear and Radiation Safety (Qosatomnadzor or GAN) is possible within the 
framework of a two-level structure that includes: 

• Level 1: Local systems of accounting for and control of nuclear materials and radioactive 
substances at facilities (LSAC). 

• Level 2: State system of accounting for and control of nuclear materials and radioactive 
substances (SSAC) to be managed by GAN of the RF. 

Taking into account the geographic conditions of the RF, during the establishment of the 
unified SSAC the second level of the structure may be represented by two sub-levels -
SSAC of Regional Centers of RF GAN (RSAC) and the Central SSAC. When using the two-
level structure of SSAC, the needs of state governmental bodies and of industrial 
management related to the information on accounting for and control of nuclear materials 
and radioactive substances are to be served in a centralized way through RSAC and SSAC. 

Due to changes in the socio-political environment mentioned above and a new status of Kl 
RRC as an independent Russian research center reporting directly to the Government of 
RF, development of Kl RRC system of accounting for and control of nuclear materials which 
is based on principles of the material balance, became a necessity. 

General requirements and main design features of a new Kl RRC system of accounting for 
and control of nuclear materials (MC&A system) were developed by the end of 1993 in a 
form of Technical Specifications of the "Model Automated System of Nuclear Materials 
Accounting, Controls and Safeguards for Complex Nuclear Facilities (NUMACS system)" 
(Ref. [1 , 2]). In accordance with concepts and criteria formulated in NUMACS Technical 
Specifications, new generation Kl RRC MC&A system must be based on the internationally 
recognized principle of nuclear material balance and has to incorporate state-of-the-art 
computerized systems to track and account for the nuclear material items in individual 
facility and complex of facilities within a Research Center and to provide accounting data 
and reports to the RSAC or/and the Central SSAC of RF. More over NUMACS system 
contains the necessary provisions ensuring continuation of implementation of the IAEA 
international safeguards for one of Kl RRC nuclear facility (research reactor IR-8). Taking 
into consideration a scale of nuclear activity in RF and needs to develop a new generation 
of LSAC for practically all RF facilities handling the nuclear materials, the new generation of 
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LSAC for Kl RRC has to be flexible enough to permit its implementation for various nuclear 
facilities and installations outside the Kl RRC. 

Development of a new generation of Local MC&A system for Kl RRC is considered as a 
multi-step process with the aim to substitute the existing system and provide timely 
accounting of and control for the nuclear materials and radioactive substances with the 
purpose of determining the inventory of these materials and substances in places of their 
location for prevention of losses, unauthorized use and theft of these materials. 

The main features of this multi-step development process are shown in Fig. 1. One of the 
most complicated area of this process is the area of development and implementation of 
the Local Computerized MC&A System (LCMC&AS). The basic reasons to consider this 
area the most complicated one are as follows: 

• new accounting procedures and regulations that are based on material balance concept 
as well as computerized MC&A information treatment procedures which corresponds to 
them, are to be developed, tested and implemented practically at the very same time; 

• computerized information treatment technologies are subject for rapid and significant 
changes due to widening implementation of Personal Computers (PC's) which are 
providing more friendly computing environment and well advanced graphical user 
interfaces; 

• there are needs to integrate the arrays of facility generated MC&A data that tracks and 
records the activities associated with nuclear materials in the facility, into the Data Base 
(DB) capable to provide information services to the local user community that includes 
processing, material control and accountability, and nuclear material management 
personnel of Kl RRC, and to provide support for the SSAC data base and inspections of 
GAN of RF; 

• there are needs to assure a personal responsibility for timely input of data on the 
movement of nuclear material throughout a site and timely evaluation of inventory and 
inventory changes due to such movements; 

• taking into consideration that a number of Kl RRC staff being authorized to handle 
nuclear material and materially responsible for, is well over 100, and an expected 
number of Material Balance Areas (MBA's) to be established within Kl RRC is in a range 
of 35-70, the LCMC&AS for Kl RRC is to be capable to provide information services to 
150-250 end-users; 

• there are needs to provide most efficient use of computing resources to be allocated for 
planned Kl RRC Local Computerized MC&A System; 

• there are needs to provide required security provisions for all stages of MC&A 
information treatment - from preparation and input of original data to an evaluation of 
integrated data for accounting, control, safeguards and physical protection purposes; 

• there are needs to provide an efficient maintenance and modification of LCMC&AS due 
to possible changes in accounting and control procedures as well as due to 
improvements and enhancements in hardware and software tools applied for LCMC&AS. 
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Analysis of these requirements leads to the conclusion that the development of LCMC&AS 
in Kl RRC should be based on evaluation, selection and implementation of the well proven 
and perspective approaches which are applied for computerized MC&A systems in 
Research Centers being similar to Kl RRC in terms of a scale and complexity of nuclear 
material accountability and control - first of all in the National Laboratories of the United 
States of America (USA) and in particular - Los Alamos National Laboratory. 

Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL, Los Alamos, New Mexico, USA) has a wide variety 
of R&D programs that are required to work with and handle nuclear materials. Operations 
are varied from simple storage of nuclear material to performing complex reprocessing 
operations with different forms of material. Most R&D activities do not alter the form of 
material and include various experiments and tests involving nuclear material. With such a 
variety of operations, the LANL accountability system must deal with practically every 
possible situation involved with tracking and accounting for all the nuclear material holdings 
in all operations possible. Since 1958 LANL is developing and implementing the 
computerized MC&A system that has survived several fundamental changes - from 80-
column card based system to the present MASS system which implements the concept of 
near-real-time accountability. MASS system is provided by about 70 on-line dedicated 
terminals tied to production mainframe computer with over 300 users interacting with the 
accountability system, updating the status of the items they are responsible for. MASS is 
also used to automate the exchange of information concerning shipments and receipts of 
nuclear material to and from LANL and to prepare information regarding internal 
adjustments of nuclear material (Ref. [3]). 

Due to significant changes in hardware and commercially available software occurred since 
completion of MASS design, LANL began development of a new generation of 
computerized accounting system with implementation of LANL developed Client/Server 
System approach. This approach has been applied to development of a new Local Area 
Network Material Accountability System (LANMAS). The development of LANMAS was 
undertaken by LANL in 1991 in order to take advantage of all the technical advances in 
information treatment technology occurred in the past 10 years or so. Initial delivery of the 
LANMAS core upon completion of test is anticipated in October 1995 (Ref. [4]). 

Mutual understanding of the importance of Non-Proliferation policy and strengthening of 
nuclear material accountability and control in facilities dealing with weapon-grade nuclear 
material as well as intentions of Kl RRC to develop and implement a modern LCMC&AS, 
leads to development of a specific LANL Task Order "Statement of Work for Computerized 
Accounting Methods" to be carried out by Kl RRC within period 03 August - 31 December, 
1994. 

This Final Report contains description of activities performed by Kl RRC in accordance with 
the Task Order as well as conclusions and recommendations on Computerized Accounting 
Methods in the area of MC&A systems. 

2. MAIN GOAL OF THE RESEARCH 

The main goal of the research performed in frameworks of the Task Order was to test 
methods for computerized nuclear material accounting. This scope included: 

• standard system requirements and specifications that incorporate the data acquisition, 
record keeping, reporting, and other requirements for nuclear material control and 
accounting as set forth in the applicable regulatory standards and guides; 

• prototype computer hardware and software demonstration network. 
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A range of hardware and software options was proposed to be evaluated to determine their 
suitability and practicality for near-term application at the Kl RRC, followed by 
implementation of a demonstration system at two Kl RRC facilities. 

In order to achieve the stated goal of the research the following tasks were formulated: 

• Kl RRC, in conjunction with LANL, should review available MC&A information treatment 
methods and concepts that could potentially be deployed in the near term. This review 
process might include technical meetings and seminars. 

• Kl RRC should translate into English the Annexes to the Technical Specifications of the 
"Model Automated System of Nuclear Materials Accounting, Controls and Safeguards for 
Complex Nuclear Facilities (NUMACS System)" (Ref. [2]) 

• Kl RRC, in conjunction with LANL, should select a range of methods for evaluation and 
testing of hardware and software tools and should develop a test and evaluation plan. 

• Kl RRC should assemble the necessary equipment, software and other components as 
needed for testing and evaluation of the methods. As appropriate, depending on 
availability in Russia or the USA, LANL should provide equipment, software or other 
components as needed to support the evaluation and testing. 

• Kl RRC should implement the test and evaluation plan, including development and 
implementation of a demonstration system at two Kl RRC facility, and prepare a report 
on the results. 

• Kl RRC should recommend additional development activities which will strengthen MC&A 
implementation at Russian nuclear facilities. These should be included in the Final 
Report. 

In order to keep track on the performed activities Kl RRC regularly informed LANL about 
results of the research in a form of deliverables which included: 

1) Summary report of initial technical discussions and agreement on task activities. 

2) Work plan and general provisions of information treatment, and software-hardware test, 
including evaluation and selection procedures. 

3) English translation of the Annexes 1-16 to the Technical Specifications of NUMACS 
system. 

4) Interim letter report on the review and selection of methods for testing and evaluation, 
including a recommended equipment list. 

5) Interim letter report on the technical exchange of selected methods. The technical 
exchange could include a software seminar. 

6) Final Report describing the completed task activities and solutions, including the 
demonstration of the prototype system at two selected facilities at Kl RRC. 

Tasks 1) - 4) were completed by 15 August 1994. Task 5) was completed by 15 November 
1994. Task 6) was completed by 31 December 1994. In a course of research work a 
number of meeting were conducted: in September, November and December of 1994. 
Results of discussions and demonstrations occurred during these meetings were stated in 
the minutes which described achieved results and pointed out some issues to be resolved. 
Demonstration of the prototype of system named CONMIT (Computerized Nuclear Material 
Information Treatment) system, was performed during a week 13-16 December 1994. The 
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prototype CONMIT system was deployed at two Kl RRC nuclear facilities and was 
demonstrated with use of real accounting data obtained in a course of Initial Physical 
Inventory Taking. 

3. COMPUTERIZED NUCLEAR MATERIAL ACCOUNTING METHODS 

3.1 . OBJECTIVES 

The main objectives to be achieved by implementation of computerized nuclear material 
accounting methods are defined in accordance with the Draft of the Law on the use of 
atomic energy in the RF as follows: 

• the accounting for nuclear materials and radioactive substances is performed with the 
purpose of determining the inventory of these materials and substances in places of 
their location for prevention of losses, unauthorized use and theft of these materials. 

This statement corresponds to the internationally recognized objectives of the nuclear 
material accounting. The accounting for and control of nuclear materials and radioactive 
substances is one of the most important elements of the system ensuring the safety of the 
State, including nuclear and radiation safety of facilities using these materials, and 
contributes to Non-Proliferation policy thus promoting international security. The adequate 
accounting contributes to timely detection of losses of nuclear materials and radioactive 
substances, identification of the sources of these losses, as well as to detection of theft or 
unauthorized use of nuclear materials and radioactive substances and to the prevention of 
them. In this regard the accounting and control of nuclear materials and radioactive 
substances is a necessary addition to physical protection measures. Because of nature of 
nuclear materials their accountancy and analysis of balance should be based on the 
experimental determination of qualitative and quantitative parameters of these materials. 

3.2. REQUIREMENTS 

Taking into consideration these approaches the main requirements of the computerized 
accounting methods should include: 

• Accounting for, and control of, nuclear materials and radioactive substances based on 
principles of material accountancy using physical measurements, assisted by 
containment and surveillance measures, with the aim of determining the inventory of 
these materials or substances in their locations to prevent and in a timely manner to 
detect significant losses, unauthorized use and theft of these materials. 

• Application of modern approaches to statistical processing of the experimental 
accounting information for selecting the boundaries of material balance areas and 
material balance assessment. 

• Application of modern information technologies for timely provision of authorizing facility 
personnel, authorized State agencies and organizations, including regulatory authorities, 
with reports on the presence, movement, and use of nuclear materials and radioactive 
substances at nuclear facilities and in other locations where nuclear materials and 
radioactive substances are used, and provision of regulatory authorities with information 
services related to inspection information acquisition and processing, its analysis in 
comparison with reported information. 

• Implementation of State obligations on the provision of reported information on the 
presence, movement and use of nuclear materials according to existing bilateral and 
multilateral intergovernmental agreements and contracts related to nuclear materials. 
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• Ensuring the information and methodological compatibility with the IAEA system of 
international safeguards. 

• Account of international and, to the maximum possible extent, national requirements of 
other countries on nuclear export and import to prevent difficulties in the international 
and bilateral trade or cooperation in the nuclear area. 

3.3. CONCEPTS 

In accordance with the defined goals and requirements the computerized accounting 
methods have to correspond to the following concepts: 

1. Data entry on computer terminal and data base updating should be performed as soon 
as the entry (transaction) is made (concept of near-real-time accountability); 

2. Capable of generating of required reports on material accountability should be provided 
(concept of sufficient reporting capabilities); 

3. The users should be provided with all the computer capability needed to manage a large 
variety of accounting, technological, containment and surveillance operations with a wide 
variety of nuclear materials (concept of sufficiency of computer resources); 

4. Capabilities should be provided to ensure effective quality control of original data and 
possibilities to trace out all corrections introduced into initial data (concept of audit trails 
- "correction chaining"); 

5. The forward and backward trace capabilities should be provided to perform a forward 
and backward trace of an information item's genealogy for the previous period which 
may last for decades (concept of information item tracing); 

6. Capabilities should be provided for application of measurement control program 
including calibration procedures and use of various measurement equipment in the 
measurements of nuclear materials (concept of statistical assessment); 

7. Capabilities should be provided for input of measurement data generated by 
nondestructive assay instruments and other instruments used for measurement, 
identification, containment and surveillance of nuclear materials (concept of instrument 
support); 

8. Information services should be provided to the local user community including 
processing, material control and accountability, and nuclear material management 
personnel, and to the authorized State agencies and organizations, including regulatory 
authorities (concept of authorized user community); 

9. Necessary security should be provided for accounting data and relevant information 
treatment procedures with several levels of security (concept of data and procedure 
security). 

10. Efficient application of perspective software tools capable to meet end-user 
requirements for a long time should be provided - to meet industry standards that 
foresee a software lifetime of 10 years (concept of software "lifetime"); 
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11. Capability should be provided for efficient upgrade of hardware without needs to 
change basic application software for a long time - about decade or so (concept of 
"easy" hardware upgrade). 

12. Reliability of data storage and information treatment procedures in relation to hardware 
& software failures, and user errors must be provided (concept of system reliability). 

4. COMPUTERIZED MC&A SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

Hardware and software tools available at present, may permit the development of a wide 
variety of hardware-software configurations. Their architecture in general may be 
considered as a superposition of the initial simplest structures which are "star"-like or 
"ring"-like structures. 

The "star"-like structure represents the hierarchical structure of relationship between 
computers. The "ring"-like structures may be combined with each other in a number of 
ways thus developing a computer network with network structure of relationship between 
computers. These two structures - hierarchical and network structure, - may be combined 
in a number of ways thus developing a more complex structure of relationship between 
participating computers. 

"Star"-like hierarchical structure was widely used for development of information systems 
of collective use with implementation of Data Base Management System (DBMS) 
technology on main-frames. The same approach was widely applied to the development of 
many computerized MC&A systems. Such structure was used in the LANL developed MASS 
local MC&A system in which the concept of the near-real-time accountability was 
introduced (Ref. [3]). Initial design of the IAEA Safeguards Information System (ISIS) being 
operational since 1981, was based on the same approach. At the beginning of 90's ISIS 
architecture become more complex and effective due to integration of "star"-like structure 
with Local Area Network (LAN) "ring"-like structure developed with use of PC's (Ref. [5]). 

Due to significant changes in hardware and commercially available software that have 
occurred in the recent past there is an obvious necessity to reconsider previously 
developed and well proven approaches on the architecture of computerized MC&A 
systems. 

At least the following issues are motivating needs to reconsider the approaches on 
development of a modern accountability system (Ref. [3]): 

Graphical user interface. This is a friendly interface between the user and the computer. 
User prompts and helps reduce training requirements and learning of the system. 

Report output. A client-server network would significantly reduce an amount of centralized 
produced printed outputs. 

Data Base access. There is a real motivation to provide the user with easier access to the 
Data Base with accounting data. 

Lower costs. There is a real opportunity to reduce the costs for operations, system 
software maintenance, system enhancements, hardware maintenance, and operating 
system software maintenance. 

As it was mentioned above, since 1991 LANL has been implementing LANL Client/Server 
System approach that provides the framework for material accountability systems. LANL 
Client/Server System is a network-based nuclear material accountability system. It tracks 
the movement of material throughout a site and generates the required reports on material 
accountability. This system runs in a client/server mode. The Data Base of material type 
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and location resides on the server, while the user interface accesses the server via a 
network. The LANL Client/Server System can be used as a foundation for building required 
MC&A functionality at any site requiring a new MC&A system (Ref. [4]). 

Taking into consideration the concepts of computerized accounting methods presented 
above, LANL approach to the development of a modern local MC&A system as a network-
based client/server accountability system, is to be considered as a most justified and most 
advanced at the present time and for future. 

Based on these evaluations the computerized Nuclear Material Information Treatment 
system (hereinafter referred to as CONMIT system) as the local nuclear material and 
radioactive substances accounting and control system for Kl RRC, has to be developed as 
a network-based client/server accountability system. 

5. SELECTION OF HADWARE&SOFTWARE COMPLEX FOR DEMONSTRATION 
SYSTEM 

The CONMIT system is designed as a local network-based software-hardware complex. 
CONMIT main assignment is to provide the framework of the Kl RRC nuclear material and 
radioactive substances accounting and control system that will be capable to provide near-
real-time track of the movement of material in a facility and throughout a site and to 
generate the required reports on material accountability. In addition to serving local users, 
the CONMIT will generate accounting data and reports to the RSAC or/and the Central 
SSAC of RF as well as to the IAEA for the facility that is under international safeguards 
(research reactor IR-8). 

Because of complexity of CONMIT system its development includes a number of design 
stages shown in Fig. 1. and briefly described below. These stages are as follows: 

Stage 1. Test and evaluation of the computerized accounting methods with use of a 
demonstration system at two selected Kl RRC nuclear facility and evaluation of results of 
the design and demonstration. Kl RRC considers the demonstration system as a possible 
CONMIT prototype system. 

Stage 2. Development and test of the CONMIT prototype system that incorporates all 
necessary modifications and improvements and eliminates deficiencies detected in a 
course of Stage 1 fulfillment. 

Stage 3. Detailed design of CONMIT production version with incorporation of required 
modifications and improvements. Development of software design description. 

Stage 4. Coding and testing of CONMIT production version. Development of operation and 
software test documentation. 

Stage 5. Independent testing of CONMIT production version. 

Stage 6. Introduction of CONMIT into operation in a parallel with existing bookkeeping 
system. 

Stage 7. Evaluation of results of parallel operations of both system. 

Stage 8. Production mode of CONMIT operation with maintenance and modifications. 

Fulfillment of Stage 1 is the subject of the Task Order. This Stage may be considered as 
one of the most decisive stage of the CONMIT system project. Depending upon results of 
an evaluation of its performance and efficiency under real operating conditions in a course 
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of demonstration, and evaluation of a scale of efforts spent for development of the 
demonstration system, some more realistic estimations may be made in relation to the 
overall cost and efficiency of the CONMIT production version development and operation. 

At the beginning of the Task Order works there were two possibilities to demonstrate the 
results of the research in the form of a demonstration system: 

1) either to implement from the beginning all technical decisions developed by LANL in a 
course of LANL Client/Server System design - namely all components of hardware-
software operation environment, 

2) or to use as much as possible Kl RRC experience in creation of various information 
systems for development of the functionally comparable design which may differ from 
LANL Client/Server System design in terms of hardware-software operation environment 
components, but which implements the same network-based client/server approach and 
corresponds to concepts of computerized accounting methods. 

The real situation predetermined a selection of an option. The request and need to develop 
the demonstration system in very short period of time, did dictate to use as much as 
possible all Kl RRC experience gained before in area of Data Base design and 
implementation and to rely on software tools Kl RRC had tested and were familiar with. 

In order to achieve some constructive results and to perform the requested demonstration 
the second approach was chosen. 

6. PROTOTYPE HARDWARE&SOFTWARE COMPLEX DESCRIPTION 

The CONMIT prototype system is a local network-based software-hardware complex which 
creates a computing environment being used for testing and evaluation of the computerized 
accounting methods. 

6 .1 . HARDWARE 

The demonstration system was assembled with hardware manufactured by the Hewlett-
Packard Co. (USA). Reasons for selection of the hardware manufacturer and a vendor were 
requirements on reliability, guaranteed vendor technical support and warranty for a long 
period of time (up to 3 years). List of the main hardware components is presented in the 
Table 1. Network structure of the system is based on the "ring"-like approach and simple 
connections with use of 50 ohm ETHERNET cable provided by the BNC connectors. All 
computers are provided by the FD2000P Series Jumperless EtherBoard ISA NE2000Plus 
compatible network adapters. 

These hardware components permit to develop a number of network-based ("ring"-like) 
structures of the hardware complexes with: 

• the data base server and up to 6 local clients; 

• two servers - one for the data base and another one as a file server - and up to 5 local 
clients; 
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• two data base servers - one with an "active" data base and another one with the data 
base kept in a "hot-reserve" mode - and up to 5 local clients; this structure was used in 
order to provide sufficient redundancy for demonstration in case of any "force majeure" 
circumstances. 

Table 1 

List of hardware components used for assembling of demonstration system 

Hardware component description Quantity 

Netserver 4/66 LC Model 540 1 
14" HP VGA Monochrome Display, white EPA 1 
16 MB parity SIMM, 70 ns 2 
HP Vectra VL2 4/50e Model 340 4 
4 Mbytes RAM SIMM 4 
14" HP Ergonomic SVGA Monitor 4 
HP Vectra VL2 4/66 Model 340 2 
14" HP Ergonomic 1024 Monitor 2 
8 Mbytes RAM SIMM 2 
HP LaserJet 4L 2 
HP DeskJet 520 2 
Ethernet Card (BNC) 16 bit NE2000 comp. 7 

Various network-based hardware structures were used for evaluation of operating systems 
and their components in a course of evaluation of computing environment. 

6.2. SOFTWARE COMPONENTS 

Main components of computing environment used for demonstration are shown in Fig. 2. 

Data Base server is provided by the following software components: 

• operating system OS/2 V.3 WARP, 

• network software "Net-Work" for OS/2 V. 1.1.4.6., 

• Data Base Management System (DBMS) "ADABAS DB Server" for OS/2 V.1.2.6., 

and contains CONMIT Data Base. 

All clients are provided by the following software components: 

• operating system Windows V.3.1., 

• network software "Entire Net-Work for Windows" V.2.2., 

• "NATURAL for Windows" V.2.1.3. which provides the following features: 

an integrated ADABAS database access, 
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a complete application development environment, 

CONMIT application software developed with use of NATURAL 

Ethernet 

OS/2 
Net-Work 

DBMS 
ADABAS 

CONMIT 
DataBase 

WINDOWS 

Entire Net-Work 

NATURAL 
CONMIT 

Application 
Software 

WINDO1/S 

Entire Net-Work 

NATURAL 
CONMIT 

Application 
Software 

Fig. 2. Computing environment of the demonstration CONMIT prototype system 

The ADABAS DB Server for OS/2, Net-Work for OS/2, Entire Net-Work for Windows, 
NATURAL for Windows are the products of the SOFTWARE AG, Germany & SOFTWARE AG 
of North America, Inc. 

6.3. APPLICATION SOFTWARE FUNCTIONS 

Main functions of the demonstration CONMIT prototype system software are listed below: 

1. Data entry on computer terminal and data base updating are performed as soon as the 
entry (transaction) is made by the end-user; 

2. Generation of required standard reports and adhoc user requests on material 
accountability is provided; 

3. Storage of all accounting and relevant data is provided. 

4. Quality control of original data and possibilities to trace out all corrections introduced 
into initial data are provided; 

5. The forward and backward trace capabilities are provided thus making available to 
perform a forward and backward trace of an information item's genealogy for the 
previous period which has no time limitation; 
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6. Information services are provided to the local user community including processing, 
material control and accountability, and nuclear material management personnel. 

6.4. PROGRAMMING FACILITIES FOR APPLICATION SOFTWARE 

The application software was developed with use of the NATURAL programming facilities. 
NATURAL provides the tools that allow to create NATURAL applications in various 
environment which includes Window environment. The components of a NATURAL 
application are NATURAL objects and Data Definition Modules or "views". NATURAL objects 
include programs, subprograms, subroutines, copycode, help routines, maps and data 
areas. Within a NATURAL session all types of NATURAL objects may be created and edited. 

NATURAL provides five editors to create, edit and manage all types of NATURAL objects. 
The program editor is used to create and edit NATURAL programs, subprograms, 
subroutines, copycode and helproutines. The map editor is used to create and edit 
NATURAL maps. The data area editor is used to create and maintain definitions for local, 
global, and parameter data areas. A data area definition may consist of user-defined 
variables, database views, and global data blocks (a collection of variables and/or views). 
The Data Definition Module (DDM) editor is used to create and edit DDM's for 
corresponding database files thus making them available to a NATURAL program. The 
dialog editor allows to create event-driven NATURAL applications that are compatible with 
"classic" (procedural) NATURAL applications 

NATURAL is provided with library support facilities. The NATURAL Library provides choices 
to create a new library, open, rename, or delete a library, and import objects from one to 
another library. NATURAL provides on-line checking of a source text of programs and other 
objects with sufficient help support. 

NATURAL is provided by the Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) server and client 
communication functions. This feature provides NATURAL applications that communicate via 
Window's DDE with other Windows applications such as Visual Basic, Excel, Word for 
Windows. The NATURAL application can act as a DDE server, a DDE client or both. The 
NATURAL Remote Procedure Call (RPC) facility enables to invoke a NATURAL subprogram 
residing on a remote server. 

Via ENTIRE ACCESS facility, NATURAL applications can transparently access multiple 
relational database management systems (RDBMS) in both client/server and single-
platform environments. ENTIRE ACCESS provides a common SQL-eligible application 
programming interface (API) for both local and remote database access. It represents a 
client/server solution for ADABAS SQL-DB Server, as well as for various third-party 
products under Windows. With ENTIRE ACCESS, a NATURAL user can access data in 
relational database. In general, there is no difference between using NATURAL with ENTIRE 
ACCESS and using NATURAL with ADABAS DBMS. ENTIRE ACCESS supports NATURAL 
Data Manipulation Language (DML) and SQL statements which can both be used from 
within one NATURAL program accessing multiple database systems. NATURAL converts 
DML and SQL statements within NATURAL applications into calls to ENTIRE ACCESS, which 
performs the required data format translation and transfers these requests to the 
underlying database system via appropriate database driver. 

All operations requiring interaction with the database are performed by ENTIRE ACCESS. It 
supports local and/or remote databases and contains a series of database drivers, one for 
each supported RDBMS, so that multiple heterogeneous RDBMS can be accessed 
concurrently from within the same NATURAL application. For remote access, the transport 
media for SQL data is provided by ENTIRE NET-WORK, which establishes the 
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communication link. The ENTIRE ACCESS client part for Windows is an integrated part of 
NATURAL for Windows. 

7. DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTERIZED MC&A FUNCTIONS 

The demonstration CONMIT prototype system performs the following computerized MC&A 
functions for nuclear material identifiable items (batches): 

• Receipt into Material Balance Area (MBA), 

• Shipment outside of MBA, 

• Movements within MBA, 

• Storage within MBA, 

• Reporting, 

• Maintenance of Dictionary, 

• Data-Base Maintenance, 

These functions were demonstrated for three MBA's: two of them were established for 
NARTSIS and ASTRA critical rigs and the third one was "dummy" MBA used for 
demonstration of procedures for domestic shipments and receipts. 

7 .1 . FUNCTIONAL LOGIC OF APPLICATION SOFTWARE COMPONENTS 

This system provides certain client entry functional logic shown in Fig. 3. 

i 
User Password for 

DB access 

' ' 
Selection 
of MBA 

i ' 
MC&A Responsible person and 

Work Manager ID's 

i ' 
Selection of 

MC&A Function 

Fig. 3. CONMIT client entry functional logic 

Functional logic of receipt of the material and treatment of an Inventory Change Record 
(ICR) is presented in Fig. 4. 
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Batch Change-type 
Request 

DB check on 
presence of the 

I * 
Entire ICR record input | 

Store in ICR DB File | 
^ 
Return 

Already 
in ICR 

DB check of storage 
completion 

Already stored I 

I Record survey I 

Return 

Return 

Request for storage 

To Storage Functions 

Fig. 4. Functional logic of material receipt software component 

Functional logic of shipment of the material and treatment of the corresponding ICR is 
presented in Fig. 5. 

Batch&Country&MBA&Facility - TO 
Request 

Batch&Item List 
Display for selection 

Selected Batch&Item Data 
(Number of items. Total mass, isotope's 

mass) 

Assembled data display & 
shipment confirm request 

YES 

ICR update 

Return 

Fig. 5 Functional logic of material shipment software component 

Functional logic of inside movement of the material and treatment of the corresponding 
Physical Inventory List (PIL) records for NARTSIS facility is presented in Fig. 6. 
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Occupied ~ZT 

MBA storage map display for 
selection WHERE FROM 
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YES 
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NO 

I Entire PIL-recorddisplav I 

MBA storage map display for selection 
WHERETO 

I Storage requested availability check I 

I Item movement confirm request j • Return 

PEL record update 
New PIL record store 

Return 

Fig. 6 Functional logic of inside material movement software component for NARTSIS facility 

Functional logic of inside movement of the material and treatment of the corresponding PIL 
records for ASTRA facility is presented in Fig. 7. 

MBA storage plan display for 
selection WHERE FROM 

Number of pebbles requested to move 

MBA storage map display for selection 
WHERETO 

Pebbles movement 
confirmation request 

Mass of material computation 

PEL record update 
New PIL record storage 

Return 

L NO 

Return 

Fig. 7 Functional logic of inside material movement software component for ASTRA facility 
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Functional logic of reporting software component is shown in Fig. 8. 

Balance selection by: 

MBA Batch Storage 

Batch request Storage request 

Display Print Display Print Display Print 

Fig. 8 Functional logic of reporting software component 

7.2. GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE 

Demonstration CONMIT prototype system provides a graphical interface that allows the 
authorized client-user to interact with the system in the most convenient way. 

Description of the graphical interface is presented with use of screen maps developed with 
utilization of mapping facilities of the NATURAL for Windows software package. All screen 
maps are developed in Russian with Cyrillic alphabet. 

The Fig. 9 presents CONMIT client entry map with request to enter the password in order 
to get access to the CONMIT procedures and the Data Base. In case of entry of erroneous 
password the session is terminated. In order to continue it the user is requested to start 
session again. 

BBeflUTe naponb 

mtmmitmMmtNtmmm 

Fig. 9. CONMIT client log-on screen 
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The Rg. 10 presents next CONMIT client entrance map with request to enter the ID'S of the 
material responsible person and work manager who is assigned to supervise the activities 
related to the nuclear material handling. Both ID's must be presented in a sequential mode. 
These ID'S are checked against a list of ID'S of persons being authorized for a specific 
MBA or a group of MBA's. For demonstration purposes these ID'S were assigned to two 
persons responsible for both MBA's. Upon successful entry of these ID's a list of MBA's 
they authorized for, is presented. In a course of demonstration two MBA's were available to 
the persons mentioned. List of MBA's with invitation to select one of them is presented on 
this map. 

OnepaTop Help 

OK?TKMa COHKIT 

Fig. 10. Sample of CONMIT client entrance screen 
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The Rg. 11 presents CONMIT client map with request to enter data in case of inventory 
change, for instance, due to receipt of the material that must be accounted for. The map 
is provided by additional prompt developed with use of the helproutine that contains a list 
of inventory change codes and explanations on their use. The user is requested to identify 
the type of receipt - either receipt domestic (RD) or receipt foreign <RF). 

M3MeHeHne MHBenrapHoro KoriHMecTBa e 3 B M 
Help 

wwwwwwwirmiww 

^ ^ ^ 

Bwfipae KOfl . Ha*;MMTe ENTER win uBaxjjbi - Mbiuib 

JPB , 

INC. ovcytcmtm 
j'Rp Ywmmxtm* 
[GA. 

rtmsrfmmm « 

•:?»i 11 n ii ? ji ii <<i i.ttn mi i in 11 J'I iu)mimi.i JJ J.JIJHII JI n] I I J J J I J J J.JII. J J J^IJ»IJH»im»IifiimjIn;jjjj<n.u>miiinI inl JiTi.n,<i.^tmiximtjiIOI.J JIi"ji JJu a J».ti»it;» 

Fig. 11. Sample of CONMIT inventory change selection screen 
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The Rg. 12 presents CONMIT client map with request to enter data in case of inventory 
change due to receipt of the material. The map contains a number of boxes to filled in by 
the material accounting data either provided in the shippers documents or obtained in a 
course of measurements performed by the facility personnel. 

PErWCTPAUMfl M3MEHEHMH HanHMHoro KonH-jecTBa 
Bbifiop Help 

''CTSMKHSinS 
K£-MARCS 

RU"~ 
K̂I - INST 
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M « , T » $ » » « 8&&wtsn*anB&rH? <WH? (y 

Rater. 

5TPAK 
|3iq01_.97 
' 23908 . if" 
"23678.87 

E». 

G 
G 

Cramat. 

KoRKHecTSK* waaemtsi f 38 

Orae wrBeHHaeft aa xpattcuou* AHn 

Key* M<amm>$0&m®t 

Fig. 12. Sample of CONMIT inventory change registration screen (receipt of the material) 
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The Rg. 13 presents CONMIT client map with request to enter data in case of inventory 
change due to shipment of the material. The map contains a number of fields for 
information on the shipment destination. 

OTnpaetca M3TepMana 

as m&<em kcfi-V 
Cmt&lk. RUSSIA 

VC3FAHOBKA INSTOR 

1 , 
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£a*<*r 
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Fig. 13. Sample of CONMIT inventory change registration screen (shipment of the material) 

The Rg. 14 presents CONMIT client map with request to select the nuclear material items 
to be shipped out of the MBA to the shipment destination identified in Rg. 13. 
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Fig. 14. Sample of CONMIT screen for selection of batches to be shipped out to the requested destination 
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The Fig. 15 presents CONMIT client map with request to confirm the selection the nuclear 
material batches to be shipped out of the MBA. 

OrnpaBKa M3Tepnana 

HQ&TBEPIMTE OTIS&BKy 
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Fig. 15. Sample of CONMIT screen for confirmation of shipment to the requested destination 
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The Fig. 16 presents CONMIT client entrance map used for registration of inside material 
movement for NARTSIS facility. The user is requested to identify FROM and TO storage 
location identification and select an identifiable item to be moved. The screen map 
corresponds to actual storage locations and material handling areas. 

CxcMa xu«Hiij)nti4 11a yc I anuiiKe HAPU.WCC I Cytilic keytab Layout K 
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Fig. 16. Sample of CONMIT inside facility movement screen for NARTSIS facility 

The Fig. 17 presents CONMIT client entrance map used for confirmation of the inside 
material movement for NARTSIS facility requested by the map in Fig. 16. 
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Fig. 17. Sample of CONMIT inside facility movement confirmation screen for NARTSIS facility 
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The Rg. 18 and 19 present CONMIT client entrance map used for registration of inside 
material movement and its confirmation for ASTRA facility. The user is requested to identify 
FROM and TO storage location identification,the number of fuel pebbles to be moved and 
then to confirm movement. 

xpfiHHnHin n« yr.raHdBKt: A(.' f f 'A 
OnepaTop HeSj> 
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Fig. 18. Sample of CONMIT inside facility movement screen for ASTRA facility 
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Fig. 19. Sample of CONMIT inside facility movement confirmation screen for ASTRA facility 
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8. DEMONSTRATION 

In accordance with the Task Order and results of follow-up discussions with LANL 
representatives a demonstration of CONMIT prototype system was performed 13-16 
December 1994. 

The following hardware installed by RRC Kl was observed in operation: 

• ASTRA Control Room: Database Server and one Client PC. 

• NARTSIS Control Room: one Client PC. 

• all PC's were linked into the site local network. 

• the Data Base resided on the Database Server. 

Both Control Rooms were linked by loud speakers that maintained a voice contact between 
the Control Rooms and the corresponding Critical Assembly Operating Area (CAOA). 
Installed TV cameras permitted to observe handling of Nuclear Material within CAOA on 
screens located in Control Rooms. The Database contained actual data from the Initial 
Physical Inventory Taking performed in November 1994 for both facilities, and from 
subsequent inventory changes as well as movements of Nuclear Material within CAOA 
considered as Material Balance Areas. Total inventory of highly enriched uranium (HEU) 
with enrichment varied in a range from 21% of U-235 {ASTRA critical rig with fuel in a form 
of graphite pebbles) to 96% of U-235 (NARTSIS critical rig with fuel in a form of uranium 
dioxide pellets) was over 70 kilogram. 

\n the course of demonstration the following capabilities of the CONMIT prototype system 
were demonstrated: 

• Nuclear material receipt to MBA. 

• Nuclear material shipment from MBA. 

• Local movements of the material within MBA. 

• Nuclear material status reports including material balances: 

By MBA. 

• By batch. 

• By storage. 

9. RESULTS OF EVALUATION 

Results of evaluation of CONMIT prototype system development and demonstration are 
briefly summarized in the Table 2 in accordance with the list of concepts formulated for 
computerized MC&A methods (see Chapter 3.3). Middle column of the Table 2 contains a 
description of the concept. Right columns contain a range of Kl RRC expert evaluations 
(CONMIT designers, system and application programmers and end-users) of the 
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correspondence between the stated concepts and a degree in which the concept was 
implemented in the demonstration system, and the mean value of the expert evaluation. A 
degree of correspondence between stated concepts and results achieved is expressed by 
a number varied in a range from 10 to 1, either in complete correspondence with (10), or 
partially (from 9 to 2 ) , or the conceptual aim was not achieved at all (1). 

Table 2 

Expert evaluation of a level of implementation of LCMC&A system concepts 

nn CONCEPT Range Mean 

1 Concept of near-real-time accountability (data entry on computer 
terminal and data base updating should be performed as soon as the entry 
(transaction) is made) 

8-10 8.9 

2 Concept of sufficient reporting capabilities (capable of 
generating of required reports on material accountability should be provided) 

8-10 8.9 

3 Concept of sufficiency of computer resources (the users 
should be provided with all the computer capability needed to manage a large 
variety of accounting, technological, containment and surveillance operations with 
a wide variety of nuclear material) 

7-9 7.9 

4 Concept of audit trails - "correction chaining" (capabilities 
should be provided to ensure effective quality control of original data and 

possibilities to trace out all corrections introduced into initial data) 

7-10 8.4 

5 C o n c e p t Of in fo rmat ion i t e m t r a c i n g (the forward and backward 
trace capabilities should be provided to perform a forward and backward trace of 
an information item's genealogy for the previous period which may last for 
decades) 

8-10 8.9 

6 C o n c e p t Of Stat is t ica l a s s e s s m e n t (capabilities should be provided 
for application of measurement control program including calibration procedures 
and use of various measurement equipment in the measurements of nuclear 
material) 

7-9 7.9 

7 C o n c e p t Of i n s t r u m e n t s u p p o r t (capabilities should be provided for 
input of measurement data generated by nondestructive assay instruments and 
other instruments used for measurement, identification, containment and 
surveillance of nuclear material) 

1-5 2.2 

8 Concept of authorized user community (information services 
should be provided to the local user community including processing, material 
control and accountability, and nuclear material management personnel, and to the 
authorized State agencies and organizations, including regulatory authorities ) 

1-4 2.0 

9 Concept of data and procedure security (necessary security 
should be provided for accounting data and relevant information treatment 
procedures with several levels of security ) 

1-4 2.0 

10 C o n c e p t Of s o f t w a r e " l i f e t ime" (efficient application of perspective 
software tools capable to meet end-user requirements for a long time should be 
provided - to meet industry standards that foresee a software lifetime of 10 years ) 

7-9 7.9 

11 Concept of "easy" hardware upgrade (possibilities should be 
provided for efficient upgrade of hardware without needs to change basic 
application software for a long time - about decade or so ) 

7-9 7.9 

12 C o n c e p t Of s y s t e m re l iabi l i ty (reliability of data storage and information 
treatment procedures in relation to hardware&software failures and user errors 
must be provided) 

4-6 4.9 

Comments on the data presented in the Table 2, are as follows: 

1. All entries (transactions) made by an user are treated as soon as they are made with on
line updating of the Data Base. Therefore the highest estimation is 10. But there was no 
real experience in dealing with large flow of user transactions. Therefore the lowest 
estimation is 8. 

2. Possibilities for generation of required reports on material accountability are provided via 
NATURAL that is high level language. The highest estimation is 10. But there are some 
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restrictions of NATURAL in formatting of outputs documents which requires to follow along 
a certain style in their shape. Therefore the lowest estimation is 8. 

3. The highest estimation of computer resource sufficiency is set up as 9 because nobody 
is capable to evaluate it as 10. The lower estimation is based on evaluation of time spent 
for performing of statistical evaluation of the material balance. This procedure is a resource 
consuming one and takes a few seconds for relatively simple statistical evaluation. 
Therefore the lowest estimation is 7. 

4. Correction chaining is provided in the Data Base design and incorporated into the 
application software being responsible to deal with development and update of the Data 
Base records. The highest estimation is 10. But the demonstration system was not 
provided by a standardized software capable to perform these relatively complex 
procedures for all types of Data Base records. Therefore the lowest estimation is 7. 

5. Information item tracing is incorporated into the Data Base design and supported by a 
specific application software. The highest estimation is 10. The lowest estimation is 8 
because this software package is to be standardized for all possible structures of the Data 
Base records. 

6. Concept of statistical assessment is incorporated into the Data Base design. The highest 
estimation is 9 because it was not completed in all details. The lower estimation is 7 
because the current design permits to perform a statistical assessment of measurement 
errors of certain type only. 

7. The highest estimation of instrument support is 5. The reason is that NATURAL is a high 
level language provided by the Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) features to write NATURAL 
applications that communicate via Windows's DDE with other Windows applications such as 
Visual Basic and others. However these features were not tested and used because the 
operating systems are not capable to support it. Therefore the lowest estimation is 1. 

8. Computerized MC&A system is assigned to service the specific information needs of a 
very specific user community. They are authorized to access the MC&A accounting data. 
They are working under conditions being determined by implementation of physical 
protection measures. Taking into consideration these circumstances a computerized MC&A 
system must be provided by features that restricts user access to the MC&A data they are 
authorized for. All accesses to the Data Base must be checked and logged in. A system of 
user ID'S and passwords assignment and check must be maintained and so on. The Data 
Base file security via password protection was implemented after completion of the 
demonstration. Therefore expert estimations are varied from the lowest 1 to the highest 4. 

9. Data and procedure security provision is one of the most important feature of any "open" 
network-based system. For the present time practically any local computerized MC&A 
system in RF is to be considered as a "closed" system being dedicated to MC&A data 
treatment without any links with other local systems which are not assigned to deal with 
MC&A. But from the point of view of cost/efficiency evaluation any "closed" computerized 
system should be evaluated for capabilities to be integrated into more general local system 
for instance, such as physical protection information treatment system and information 
system assigned to treat experimental and technological data developed in a course of 
research or operation of nuclear facility. An integration of dedicated MC&A local systems 
into a more general one is an obvious tendency of the present approach to the 
computerized information treatment technologies. On the other hand required security may 
only be provided by a reasonable combination of technical, procedural and organizational 
measures. In order to provide more comfortable conditions for development and 
implementation of security related procedural and organizational measures and to ease an 
integration of a local computerized MC&A systems into more general one, a basis of 
operation environment - an operation system - must satisfy the most strict security 
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requirements. Tests and evaluations performed with components of the operation system 
used for demonstration system, show that neither OS/2 or Windows V.3.1 are capable to 
provide secure environment for local computerized MC&A system in spite of the fact that 
they have certain features to restrict user access. Thus the expert estimations are varied in 
a range from 1 to 4. 

10. The most valuable part of MC&A software is its application components that are tied up 
with certain features of an operation environment - mostly with Data Base Management 
System (DBMS) features and Data Manipulation Languages (DML) capabilities. Due to 
unavoidable developments in the MC&A methods and procedures and in an area of data 
models, both DBMS and DML are to be flexible enough to respond to the user requests 
and provide sufficient application software "lifetime" - up to 10 and more years to meet 
industry standards. Some predictions should be observed in an area of data models. The 
hierarchical data models implemented for example in the DBMS IMS, were widely used in a 
period of approximately 15 years - since middle of 1960-s till end of 1970-s. Since 
beginning of 1970-s till middle of 1980-s the CODASIL network-like data models were 
widely applied. Due to significant changes in hardware and computing environment, and 
massive introduction of Personal Computers (PC's) the relational (two dimensional - 2D) 
data models became widely used since the middle of 1980-s till now. They require to 
perform a decomposition of the real world events into simplified table-like 2D structures. 
The tendency of data model development may be evaluated as continuous development 
from the intuition developed models to the mathematically justified and formalized one that 
are based on research in the area of formal algebra. There are some indications that the 
next generation of data models would be based on 3D data models thus applying a 
simplified tensor approach. Therefore the DML is to be flexible enough to deal with a 
number of data models. NATURAL may be considered as one of the most probable DML 
candidates. Therefore the expert estimations are varied from 7 to 9. 

11. Realization of the "easy" hardware upgrade concept depends first of all on availability 
and succession of main components of the computer operation environment. From this 
point of view the expert estimations are varied in a range from 7 to 9. 

12. In general the system reliability was evaluated as satisfactory one. Due to newness of 
the hardware system some hardware failures were detected and some software failures 
were observed. The most probable reason for software failures due to implementation of 3 
operating systems (OS/2 for server, MS/DOS & Windows for client) is an instability of 
Windows V.3.1. and its sensitivity to random errors developed either by an user or 
hardware. In spite of software and hardware failures there were not any losses of any data 
loaded into the Data Base. It was provided by application of DBMS features as well as by a 
specific design of the application software. The lowest expert estimation is 4. The highest 
one is 6. 

Overall result of these expert estimations may be obtained with use of the principle of 
"gray" (insufficient) knowledge evaluation (see Ref.[2, Annex 4]) as a logarithmically 
averaged value of all expert estimations. Mean value of the overall estimation is 5.6 that 
confirms a positive evaluation of results achieved for the Task Order. 

10. ADDITIONAL DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF MC&A 
SYSTEMS AT RUSSIAN NUCLEAR FACILITIES 

Considering additional development activities for implementation of MC&A systems at 
Russian nuclear facilities the following circumstances are to be taken into account: 

• Until present time Russian Federation has no "Law on use of Atomic Energy". Drafts of 
Law were proposed and discussed by the Supreme Soviet of USSR (1985-1991), by the 
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Supreme Soviet of Russian Federation (1991-1993) and by the Duma of Russian 
Federation (since 1994). 

• By the Presidential Decrees (1992-1994) the Gosatomnadzor of Russia (GAN) was 
assigned to supervise nuclear safety as well as Nuclear Material and Radioactive 
Substances (NM&RS) accountability at all Russian facilities (civil and defense) that are 
possessing, storing and using such materials. Governmental Decree with assignment of 
GAN to be responsible for development and operation of the State MN&RS accounting 
and control system is still waiting for final approval. 

• There is no State system for accounting for and control of NM&RS in Russia. Branch 
accounting systems (Minatom, Ministry of Defense and others) are still operating with 
use of completely obsolete bookkeeping principles described in the Introduction to this 
Final Report. 

• "Kurchatov Institute" Russian Research Center (Kl RRC) in 1991 became a very first and 
still unique independent Russian research center that is subordinated and reporting 
directly to the Government of Russia and is out of area of management by any Russian 
Ministry, State Committee or Academy. All other Russian nuclear related research 
centers and enterprises are subordinated and supervised by a corresponding Ministry 
or State Committee, or Academy. 

• Kl RRC is working in a close cooperation with Gosatomnadzor of Russia (GAN) in area 
of NM&RS accounting and control system development in a framework of the 
Agreement on cooperation between GAN and Kl RRC since 1993. 

Taking into consideration these circumstances, the results being achieved in a course of 
execution of the Task Order with application of some LANL Client/Server System features 
(local network client/server approach, near-real-time accountability, end-user graphical 
interface, statistical evaluation of measurement errors and some others), are important for 
strengthening of MC&A implementation at Russian nuclear facilities. 

Scale and timing for implementation of results of the Task Order at Russian civil and 
defense nuclear facilities, depends on a number of specific factors. Among those the 
following may be considered as the most important factors. They include: 

• Real and expected inventory and strategic value of nuclear material and a level of 
potential danger developed by radioactive substances to be accounted for and 
controlled of at a facility including real and expected intensity of NM&RS handling 
procedures in terms of NM&RS movements and inventory changes. 

• Presence of a number of State Ministries, Committees and Academies, responsible for 
nuclear facilities they supervise and manage (Minatom, Ministry of Defense, 
Roscomoboronprom - State Committee on defense industry, and others). 

• Actual level of physical protection measures applied for a facility and its sufficiency for 
prevention of losses, unauthorized use and theft of these materials. 

• Availability of trained personnel. 

• Real economic situation that defines the boundary conditions for scale and timing of 
enhancement of NM&RS accountability at Russian nuclear facilities. 

Some results of an evaluation of a scale of NM&RS accountability requirements at Russian 
nuclear enterprises as of 1994, are presented in the Table 3. 
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Table 3 

Evaluation of a scale of NM&RS accountability requirements 
at Russian nuclear enterprises as of 1994 

Category 
No. 

Description of NM&RS accountability features (see 
Comments) 

Expected 
number of 
enterprises 

1 Complex nuclear enterprises possessing large inventory of 
NM&RS with high intensity of in-site movements and 
inventory changes 

15-25 

2 Complex nuclear enterprises possessing large inventory of 
NM&RS with low intensity of in-site movements and inventory 
changes including storage facilities with NM of high strategic 
value 

>30 

3 Relatively small nuclear enterprises possessing relatively 
small inventory of NM&RS with low intensity of in-site 
movements and inventory changes including storage facilities 
with NM of low strategic value 

>70 

4 Other facilities > 100 

Comments: 

1) These enterprises include: nuclear research centers - Kl RRC, All-Russian Research 
Institute of Experimental Physics (VNIIEF), Russian Physical Nuclear Center (RFJaC, 
Snezhinsk), Obninsk IPPE, Dmitrovgrad RIAR and others; fuel fabrication plants -
Electrostal, Novosibirsk, Podolsk "Luch" and others; Plutonium production and reprocessing 
enterprises - "Mayak" and others. 

2) These enterprises include: Nuclear Power Plants (NPP's); Ship Building Plant "Negra" 
(Murmansk), Production Association "Sever" (Severodvinsk) and others; Nothern Delivery 
Base (Severodvinsk) and other defense related enterprises servicing over 300 of naval 
reactors (counted operational) and 13 ice-breaker reactors. 

3) These enterprises include: Research and Design Institute of Power Technology (NIKIET, 
Moscow), Joint Institute of Nuclear Research (OUal, Dubna) and others; Production Mining 
Association "Center-Geology (Belgorod) and others; waste and naval spent fuel storage 
facilities. 

4) All other enterprises possessing some inventory of NM&RS to be accounted for and 
controlled of. 

As shown in the Table 3, a number of Russian nuclear enterprises of the Category 1, that 
are to be provided by the most sophisticated and advanced computerized MC&A systems 
implementing local client/server networks such as LANL Client/Server System, with number 
of clients in a range 50-400, is relatively small (15-25). 

Nuclear enterprises of the Category 2 may be serviced by computerized MC&A systems 
implementing either the same local client/server networks or a number of stand-alone PC's 
used on case-to-case basis. 

Nuclear enterprises of the Category 3 and 4 may be serviced either with use of stand-alone 
PC's or by paper accounting systems. 

Total number of Material Balance Areas for Russia is estimated over 1000 (see Ref. [1, 2]). 
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Taking into consideration that GAN is assigned to supervise and control NM&RS 
accountability over all Russian nuclear enterprises and its expected functions and even 
scale of its implementation are similar in principle to the control functions and to the scale 
of activities performed by the Euratom Directorate of Safeguards (EDS), an evaluation of a 
scale of application of computerized MC&A systems at Russian nuclear facilities may be 
performed. About 20% of accounting records are still provided to EDS in a form of hard 
copies. The rest is provided on magnetic and electronic media in a computer readable 
form. About 80% of these data are provided on magnetic tapes and compact disks, and 
about 20% are transmitted with use of computer networks or faxed via secure modems 
over phone lines. All accounting data are provided in a standardized format (see Ref.[6]). 

Considering published data (see Ref.[6]) it may be concluded that the ratio between 
Inventory Change Records (ICR's) and Physical Inventory Listing records (PIL's) is about 1 
to 1. Category 1 enterprises are providing most of ICR type data and records on in-site 
movements. Category 2, 3 and 4 enterprises are providing most of PIL type data and much 
less data of ICR type and records for in-site movements. 

Taking into consideration the presented above, the following conclusions may be drown: 

• Comprehensive computerized MC&A systems capable to deal with large inventory of 
NM&RS under conditions of intensive in-site movements and inventory changes and 
which are implementing in a full scale the advantages of networking computer 
architecture like LANL Client/Server System approach, are to be considered as the 
most appropriate for Category 1 nuclear enterprises. Total number of such systems for 
Russia is about 15-25 for large nuclear enterprises and about 3-5 more - for GAN and 
branch accounting and control system (examples are Minatom, Ministry of Defense and 
other Ministry/State Committee systems). It may be assumed that because of relatively 
small number of such MC&A system and because of fact they will be deployed at the 
nuclear enterprises that are still provided by sufficient number of qualified personnel 
capable to deal with modern computerized MC&A systems, the training of such 
personnel and maintenance of comprehensive Local Client/Server computerized MC&A 
system would not create an insoluble problem. 

• Concerning other Russian nuclear enterprises of Category 2, 3 and 4, they will be 
sufficiently provided by computerized MC&A system services even if they are performed 
mostly by the stand-alone PC's. These PC's are to be capable to transmit reports with 
accounting and all other relevant data to GAN either on compact disks, or via secure 
modems over phone lines, or with some security precautions over public or dedicated 
computer networks to the expected State MC&A system. Total number of such stand
alone systems may be estimated as well over 1000. Introduction and deployment of 
such stand-alone systems would create much more serious problem because of 
training and maintenance requirements to the systems spreaded around the whole 
country. 

The stated above may mean that a problem of compatibility and reasonable standardization 
of various computerized MC&A system designs would become a first priority problem for 
the stand-alone MC&A systems due to needs to maintain and train personnel for vast 
amount of such systems that will be spreaded across Russia in future. The rest of 
computerized MC&A systems of the most complex structure is much less vulnerable in 
relation to compatibility and standardization problems. In any case they must be made 
compatible with the future State MC&A system in terms of information interface (that has to 
be defined sometime in future). The ideal solution of the compatibility and standardization 
problem may be achieved if all of them will be of the same design and will implement the 
same operating environment like LANL Client/Server System. 

In fact some deviations from this approach have recently occurred. For instance, Minatom 
Central Computerized MC&A System being developed by Atominform Institute of Minatom, 
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is assigned to input about 1 mln. records and to produce about 8 mln. output "entries" 
annually. The data transmission protocols have been defined and the operating system 
(UNIX) and the associated software (Oracle DBMS and Windows with Cyrillic alphabet) have 
been chosen. This design is performed in cooperation with EDS. GAN is still working on the 
concept and tools to be chosen for its Regional Headquarters Central computerized MC&A 
systems (Ref. [7]). Thus a problem on compatibility and standardization of computerized 
MC&A systems in Russia is becoming a real problem. It may be predicted that local 
computerized MC&A systems of the most complex structure developed with implementation 
of client/server architecture will differ each other in terms of software operating 
environment depending upon specific site features - availability of hardware and software 
tools, timing and financial conditions, availability of personnel capable to develop, 
implement and maintain modern computerized MC&A information treatment system. 

It seems to be reasonable to take into account in a course of development of the 
production version of CONMIT system for Kl RRC all these considerations and to select 
such software and hardware tools which may be suitable for application in the most 
advanced and sophisticated computerized MC&A systems implementing LANL Client/Server 
System approach as well as in the less sophisticated computerized MC&A systems using 
stand-alone PC's. 

11. CONCLUSIONS 

Results of the work on the Task Order presented in this report lead to the following 
conclusions: 

1. Kl RRC performed review of available MC&A information treatment methods and concept 
approach that may be deployed in the near term. The conclusion was made that LANL 
approach on development of modern computerized MC&A system as a local network-
based system is to be implemented. Local network-based computerized MC&A prototype 
system was developed and demonstrated in operation at two Kl RRC nuclear facility under 
real operating conditions. 

2. Results of the local network-based Kl RRC MC&A prototype system development and 
demonstration did confirm an efficiency of concepts being developed in the LANL 
Client/Server System approach including concepts of near-reai-time accountability, 
implementation of local network-based MC&A system, separation of the system software 
into functional software MC&A system core and site-specific MC&A software, accounting of 
inter-material-balance-area moves and location changes, and others. These concepts are 
to be implemented in a full scale in the design of Kl RRC local computerized MC&A system 
production version. 

3. Results of the development and demonstration were evaluated by Kl RRC staff. An 
analysis of these results detected some serious deficiencies in the demonstration prototype 
system such as insufficient level of computer and information security features supported 
by the system, inadequate support of direct data entry with measurement equipment and 
low operational reliability of the software configuration. Based on these evaluations some 
additional development activities are recommended. 

4. Goals and objectives of the research performed under Task Order were reached. 

12. RECOMMENDATIONS 

Considering results presented above the following recommendations may be made. 
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1. Strengthening of system supported security features must be considered as the most 
important Task to be solved with the very highest priority. 

2. Serial port communications features which provides a computerized support of a 
measurement equipment, are to be provided using programming languages. 

3. Reliability of the software & hardware configuration is to be increased. 

4. Support of the commercial software components is to be guaranteed by the software 
manufacturers and vendors. 

5. Because these problems were solved by Los Alamos National Laboratory in the LANL 
Client/Server System, its software tools and technological components are recommended 
for selection and integration into production version of CONMIT system for Kl RRC. 

6. In a course of development of the production version of CONMIT system for Kl RRC, 
software and hardware tools are to be evaluated for appropriateness in application for Kl 
RRC computerized MC&A systems implementing LANL Client/Server System approach as 
well as in the outreach computerized MC&A systems using stand-alone PC. 

PUBLICATION OR ANY OTHER INFORMATION RELEASE MADE OF MATERIAL 
DEVELOPED OR MAINTAINED THROUGH THE PERFORMANCE OF THE 
SUBCONTRACT. 

NONE 

ANY OTHER INFORMATION PERTINENT TO THE PROGRESS AND/OR 
ACCOMPUSHMENT OT THE SUBCONTRACT OBJECTIVES. 

NONE 

INFORMATION SENSITIVE FOR Kl RRC 

NONE 
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